
 

DESIGN CENTRE SYLLABUS AND PROGRESS CHART  Start date Matric # NAME 
TOPIC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    DELIVERABLE   SKILL 
Photo-resists, etching, implanting and deposition. Wafer steppers. Clean room techniques. IC design rules. Silicon  1.  Design, make and test a microcircuit 
 2.   
Magnification, focus, depth of field, numerical aperture, lenses, mirrors, condensers, gratings, interference, Rayleigh criterion 3.  Understand optical theory. Use laser interferometer, auto-collimator 
Film-speed, exposure, shutters, contrast and grain, photometry, spot exposure meter, 35mm camera, tripods 4.  Use still camera for laboratory applications. Develop film. Enlarge prints 
 5.   
Induction motors, synchronous generators, power factor, HV power distribution, hydro-electric systems 6.  Theory of electrical machines and power distribution 
Carnot, gas laws, steam cycles, Stirling, thermal generation, CHP. Desalination, reverse osmosis, vapour compression  7.  Use thermodynamic theory 
Prandtl number, fin efficiency, Nusselt number, heat exchanger design, thermal imager, radiation, convection, conduction 8.  Measure heat transfer in a practical system 
Latent heat of steam, TNT, Ryvita, margarine, methane, calorific value of fuel, reaction directions, Gibbs free energy 9.  Understand chemical energy 
Sources of material, machining and man-power cost data, quantity surveying, parametric equipment costs 10.  Prepare cost and time estimates for projects 
Examples of lateral thinking. Convergence and divergence. System interfaces and specifications 11.  Develop a systematic approach to problem analysis and solution  
Approximation and intelligent guessing.  Common sense about physical values.  Order of magnitude estimates 12.  First pass solution of problems with insufficient data  
Management trees, director’s duties, share-holding, the stock market, accounts, taxation, fund raising, take-overs 13.  Understand how companies, financial institutions and industries work 
Subordination to seniors, concise report writing, supervision and motivation of juniors, team membership-leadership 14.  Understand psychology of management, team relations from both ends 
Test rigs, quick prototyping, problem splitting, identification of essentials, knowledge of existing equipment 15.  Design of crucial experiments to get the feel for a problem. 
RF layout techniques, modulation, impedance matching, RF spectrum analyser, crystal oscillators, stray L&C, aerials, feeders mixers, attenuators, 
RF amplifiers, ladder filters, link budgets, noise figure, Friis formula 

16.  Build RF application involving transmitter & receiver. Build video processing circuitry 

Video formats. PAL NTSC VHS DV CCD CD devices. MPEG JPEG 17.  Use video camera and edit results for presentation on a technical subject 
Long-tailed pairs, current sources, active loads, emitter followers, Darlingtons, stray C, phase compensation 18.  Understand analogue IC building block libraries 
Simulink , ADAMS, Model Maker, Working Model 19.  Use dynamic/control simulation packages 
Servo systems, feedback, transfer-function, stability, Nyquist diagrams, Bode plots, phase & gain margin. Lead/lag networks 20.  Design a control loop, make stable, measure loop-gain and step response 
Laplace transforms, Z-transforms, S-plane and Z-plane analysis of circuits, poles and zeros, critical damping, root loci  21.  Understand feedback theory. Design and make a stabilised power supply and power amplifier 
Electromagnetic forces and induced voltage, Teslas, Webers and ampere-turns. BH curves, hysteresis, permanent magnets and materials. Flux, 
poles, solenoid force calculations, voice coils, inertia-matching, stepping motors, linear motors, eddy currents 

22.  Design and make an electromagnetic actuator.  Measure flux, force, I and V  

Spectral analysis, histograms, graph scales, error analysis, data presentation 23.  Use  data analysis packages, EXCEL AXUM, HPVee, DaDISP, PVwave 
Sampling theory, Fourier transform, correlation, convolution, matched filters, inverse filters 24.  Interface an engineering system to PC via instrumentation card 
 25.   
 26.  Use DSP card in a real time application 
MS DOS, Windows XX, NT, Unix. RS 232,  DMA, ethernet , USB, HPIB, IEEE 1349, computer comms, modems 27.  Assemble a PC from parts. Install software. Connect to network 
Spice, EE Designer 28.  Use circuit simulation packages 
Metres, logic probes, test instruments 29.  Test and fault find in electronic circuits and equipment 
 30.  Do neat circuit diagrams and printed circuit layout  
 31.   
Kaye & Laby, Roark, Ashby ESDU, email, WWW, BIDS, Kelly’s Guide 32.  Use library search software and data books. Build and use technical files  
 33.  Make phone and fax email enquiries. Understand orders and invoices 
 34.  Understand RS and other component catalogues 
Photocells, piezo-electricity, differential transformer, capacitance, resistance, reluctance. Common transducer specifications 35.  Understand existing transducers and specifications.  Devise, design and build novel one 
 36.   
Basic, C++, assembler language, microprocessor architecture, data buses, ram, rom, eprom, stacks, program counters  37.  Write essential software and batch-files 
 38.   
Wind and water turbines. Wave energy and wave makers. Offshore structures. Fluid loads in waves and currents. Wave and towing tanks.  
Submarine technology, waterproof electronics, sonar 

39.  Use wind-tunnel or wave tank. Analyse a novel fluid application. Use PIV system 

Pipe losses. Air and oil flow in slits & orifices. Viscosity. Spool valve design. Pneumatic logic 40.  Understand flow control 
Buoyancy, aero-and hydrodynamics, Bernoulli, lift, drag, pitching-moment, stall, flight instruments. Pitot tube, manometer, units of pressure, 
Reynolds number, turbulent and laminar flow, NACA sections, Abbot & Doenhoff 

41.  Understand fluid forces 

 42.   
TK solver, Derive, MathCad, Maple, Matlab etc. 43.  Use maths application packages 
Write concise English, word processor, office tools, photo copying, editing, collation, binding, layout, references, indexing 44.  Produce technical reports to professional standard 
 45.   
I-DEAS, Pro-engineer, Solid Works etc. 46.  3D Solid modelling. Program CNC lathe & mill for complex shape 
2D drawing. Orthographic and isometric projections. Drawing conventions. Fastcad, Autocad. Bills of materials  47.  Do neat engineering drawings. Understand industrial drawing systems 
ANSYS, NASTRAN, COSMOS, LUSAS 48.  Carry out finite element analysis and prove result with strain gauges 
Hydrostatic & hydrodynamic bearings, plain, rolling bearings, friction, flexure elements, PV data 49.  Use theory of tribology. Select a range of bearing solutions 
 50.   
Diesel, spark and Stirling engines, fuel use CO NOX & SOX pollution, clutches, gears, tyres, steering geometry, suspensions 51.  Understand essentials of vehicle technology 
Pumps, motors, rams, control-valves, hoses, piping, filtration. Torque and speed.  Adiabatic gas behaviour, accumulators 52.  Understand high pressure oil mechanisms 
 53.   
MgH, ½ mV2, ½ kX2, ½ CV2, ½ LI2, ½ GT2, PdV, VdP, PQ 54.  Understand forms of energy storage and exchange 
Car, truck, JCB, dumper, forklift, HGV. Cranes, slings, Tirfors, jacks, load cells, containers 55.  Use lifting tackle safely. Load and drive all industrial vehicles 
Forms of material supply, rolling, drawing, extrusion, casting, forging, pressing, folding, sheet, plate, rod, tube, shim, wire 56.  Understand material production processes 
Plating, anodising, cathodic protection, dissimilar metals, interactions with fatigue 57.  Understand corrosion protection 
Fatigue, stress-concentration, dislocation theory, S-N curves, Gerber, Goodman, Soderberg, Miner’s sum, endurance limit 58.  Design for fatigue 
Ultimate tensile stress, yield stress, proof stress, brittle fracture, notch sensitivity, hardness, heat treatment, material data metals, plastics, carbon 
and glass composites, resins, wood, ceramics, concrete, reinforcement, post-tensioning  

59.  Understand common materials.  Machine and break specimens 
Do hardness and impact tests 

 60.   
 61.   
Kinematic design, degrees of freedom, redundant location. Flatness, straightness, squareness, roundness, taper, co-ordinate measurement, thermal 
expansion. Abbe principle. Hertzian deformations, lasers, wavelength, optical interference 

62.  Understand precision.  Measure and actuate small displacements  

Lathe, screw-cutting, parting, mill, grinders, drill, bandsaw, power saw, coolant, cutting speeds & forces, electric discharge 63.  Use all common machine tools 
Machine tool safety, guards, eye protection, workshop hazards 64.  Be safe in a machine shop and supervise safety of others 
Chucks, collets, face-plates, centres, distortion, vices, vee-blocks, clamps, dividing-heads, indexing, cutting 65.  Devise novel tooling or work holding method 
Engineering geometry & trigonometry.  Marking out, height gauges, hole location, tolerance systems. Mechanical measuring tools, read Vernier, 
micrometer, bore gauge, thread gauge, surface table, sine bar, slip gauges, feelers 

66.  Use all measuring tools.  Understand workshop inspection 

Lathe tools, twist drills slot drills end mills, centre drills, face mills, countersinks and bores, reamers, boring head 67.  Understand all cutting tools 
Solder, braze, weld with spot, gas, arc, MIG, TIG., glues 68.  Use acetylene torch. Understand theory of permanent material bonds 
Basic mechanisms and structures, planes and spacers. Frames, trusses, linkages, levers, drives, power-screws, ball-screws, pulley systems, cables, 
belts, chains, sprockets, flywheels, gyros, springs, clutches, plates, rings 

69.  Be familiar with common engineering sub-assemblies 

Screw-thread systems, springs, circlips, rollpins, grommets, o-rings, seals, involute gears, racks, dp, module 70.  Be familiar with standard  mechanical components 
Triggers, peak holders, signal rectifiers, agc, log amps, function generators, 71.  Understand non-linear circuits 
Lines, angles, curves, splines, surfaces, volumes, polyhedrons, spheres, cones, planes, tubes, helices, folds, ship hull forms 72.  Understand 3D shapes 
Logic-circuit building blocks. A>D, D>A converters, phase-locked loops, clocking, shift-registers, latches,  Horowitz & Hill 73.  Design advanced operational amplifier and logic circuits 
Bandwidth, offset current & voltage, drift, noise, Boltzmann, interference, active filters, phase-sensitive detectors 74.  Design and build a low noise amplifier for a practical measurement 
Oscilloscope, signal generator, pulse generator, timer-frequency meter, power supplies, LCR bridge 75.  Use all standard electronic instruments  
Op-amp circiuts, analogue computing elements, comparators, bistables, oscillators, timers, line-drivers, sweep circuits 76.  Understand basic electronic building blocks 
Static and dynamic unbalance, shaft whirl, accelerometer measurements of a practical vibration problem 77.  Understand vibrations and balance 
Spanners, screw drivers, cable and hose connections, Allen keys, wrenches, alignment 78.  Strip and reassemble a kit car.  Supervise junior students to do the same 
Inductance, capacitance, impedance, time-constant, Q, back-EMF, Kirchoff, Thevenin, Norton, range of component values 79.  Design, wire and test simple analogue circuitry 
Analog computer models, mass spring damper systems, differential equations 80.  Understand  similarities between mechanical and electronic equivalents 
Position, velocity, acceleration, simple harmonic motion. Mass, spring, damping, resonance. Translations and rotations 81.  Understand essentials of dynamics 
Rectifiers, transformers, variacs, smoothing capacitors, inductors, switching-mode power control, mosfets and thyristors 82.  Design and make an  unregulated power supply and an actuator drive 
Electronic networks and mechanical structures subject to combinations of signals and stresses 83.  Understand the principle of super-position in linear systems 
Euler critical load. Buckling. Thin shells 84.  Understand elastic stability 
Young's modulus, Bulk & shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, section-moment, beam deflection, tensile shear stress & strain, Mohr 85.  Understand beam theory.  Attach strain-gauges to force-sensing element   
Work through Ken Stroud books  86.  Use all essential engineering mathematics 
Cutting and stripping wire, attaching mains plugs, cable ratings for voltage and current, fuses, circuit breakers 87.  Elementary wiring skills and safety for electronics and house equipment 
File, saw, centre-punch, drill holes in correct places, rivet, tap, fold 88.  Use all hand tools 
Volts, amps, ohms, watts, coulombs, AC DC, ratings, fuses, resistor values, series & parallel connections. 3 phase supplies   89.  Understand basics of current electricity.  Use multimeter 
Newton's Laws, triangles of force and velocity, moments, torque, resolution of forces, equilibrium, centre of gravity  90.  Understand theory of engineering statics  
 91.   
 92.   
START HERE. Highlight each topic when you feel confident enough to teach someone else and have approval from a staff member. 93.  Understand the operation of this course and its assessment methods 

 


